FORMS BUILDER

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Electronic Forms Made Easy.
Etrieve Forms Builder is an extension to the next generation,
browser-based Etrieve Forms solution, allowing institutions to
easily create, modify and deploy mobile-ready, dynamic HTML
forms. Designed to work seamlessly with Etrieve components,
Forms Builder allows users of all backgrounds to create
customizable forms unique to their institution’s needs.
The user-friendly interface allows users to build forms with
no coding required. For those with the specific customization
or advanced integration needs, Forms Builder also offers the
option to build out form functionality through HTML code. The
intuitive user interface not only expedites the building process,
but also lightens the load for your institution’s IT department.
Administrators and end-users can design and customize
responsive electronic forms through a fully browser-based
interface. Upon completion, the E-forms can be quickly deployed
within Etrieve Forms and Etrieve Flow, and stored automatically
to the correct student or employee record within Etrieve Content.

No Coding Required

Make Edits Freely

Seamlessly Integrated

Forms Templates

User-friendly interface for
building dynamic and
responsive HTML forms

Edit completed forms
as needed and preview
changes before publishing

Quickly design, deploy,
route and store electronic
forms within Etrieve

Simplified form creation
through the use of field
and form templates

Features and Benefits
▶ No coding knowledge required, making Forms Builder
easy to use while also freeing up your institution’s
IT resources

▶ Create consistency in forms through the use of

templates for common data sets like address, student
information and signature rows

▶ Designer allows flexibility to make edits to completed
forms, saving you both time and unnecessary effort

▶ Intuitive user interface and responsive design
makes the process of building forms simple

▶ Preview forms as you build, reducing errors and
ensuring accuracy of form creation

▶ Option to use provided templates for quicker

customization, or build forms from the ground up

▶ Maintain branding consistency throughout various
forms with the ColorSaver feature
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